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ABSTRACT
Parallel computing becomes a need to perform task as soon as possible. This can be done in two way improve hardware or use parallel programming language i.e. improve software. Improvement in the hardware is costlier solution compared to software solution. So we have two basic heterogeneous parallel languages CUDA and OpenCL which run on both CPU and GPU according to necessity. When program does not contain high parallelism it works on CPU which contains less number of cores. On other hand program contain high degree of parallelism so each independent code runs on separate core of GPU. This paper gives the basic idea of the parallel computing and how these carried out. Explain the working of both parallel language CUDA and OpenCL with their detailed architecture. In the last section comparison of both languages is described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s world everything would be quick and efficient. Performing task in a serial manner on silicon based processor chip are constraint by the speed of light and thermodynamics law so processing speed can be increased up to certain level. So other solution of this is “Go Parallel” means perform the task in the parallel manner this can boost up the speed. Parallelism can be achieved in two way hardware solution and software solution. Hardware solution is one where thousands of CPU’s are used working with co-ordination to each other to solve the big problem. Some of the hardware are NUDT tinhe, IBM sequaio and PARAM supercomputer. Hardware solution is not commonly used now because they are specific to particular hardware and costly. So software solution is the cost effective solution which exploit the existing hardware. Software solution can use CPU as well as GPU. In the system we have limited number of CPU’s are presents due to this our parallelism is limited. On other hand GPU’s scope is very wide because it consists of number of cores or ALU which helps to obtain parallelism. Here the task is divides into independent subtask and process them on to different cores.

2. GENERAL PURPOSE GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNIT
GPU stands for graphics processing unit traditionally it was used for high definition video and gaming purpose. Now a day GPU consists of thousands of ALU’s and core. These core or ALU’s are used to make GPU as programmable. These programmable capacity of a GPU make them general purpose and known as GPGPU. Figure 1 shows the AMD HD 6450 GPU. GPU consist of global memory which is common to all and local memory dedicated to each compute unit. In the figure we shows the two compute units and each compute unit consist of 16 stream unit. Each stream unit consists of four ALU and one special function unit. So program is divided into threads and provides the separate ALUs to operation.

Figure 1: GPU Architecture of AMD HD 6450

Figure 2: Inspiration for OpenCL

3. OPEN COMPUTING LANGUAGE
OpenCL is a parallel programming language standardized by khronous group. OpenCL is a portable heterogeneous computing language means it can be operated on CPU’s, GPU’s, DSP’s and hardware. As a name stands it is open for all vendor means by doing small changes it can be run in any type of hardware. Figure 2 shows that OpenCL is a heterogeneous computing language means serial function is execute on the host CPU while function with parallelism arrives it is execute on parallel kernel of GPU.

Architecture of OpenCL Shown in Figure 3 here the smallest individual unit is called work item. On other hand group of work item is called work group. If program consist of parallelism than host called the kernel for execution of a code in parallel manner. According to degree of parallelism work items are allocated each parallel code which execute parallel. The work of NDrange is to instruct the kernel about the work group and other information. In OpenCL we have various range of memory like as private memory, local memory, global memory and constant memory. Private memory and local memory both are stored in the GPU chip means local to work group. Only work item of the work group can access these two memories. On other hand constant memory and global memory are GPU memory can be used by any of the work group. Accessing speed of these memory can be arrange in ascending order is as follow (means less access time first) Private memory, Local memory, Constant memory and Global memory.
The one of the significant advantage of OpenCL is it is a cross platform language means by small changes it can run on any platform. Another is it is heterogeneous language means serial code run on CPU and parallel code runs on GPU.

4. COMPUTE UNIFIED DEVICE ARCHITECTURE
CUDA is a parallel computing platform implemented by NVIDIA. CUDA stands for Compute Unified Device Architecture. CUDA is vendor specific means it is operated on only NVIDIA graphics only. CUDA is a specific to only NVIDIA so it knows the architecture of the NVIDIA very well due to this it gives us very efficient results. Figure 4 shows the basic architecture of the CUDA. This is similar to the OpenCL rather than basic terminology which is described in the comparison part.

CUDA gives the faster result because it is dedicated to the NVIDIA platform so code is specific to that platform. It is also a heterogeneous language which runs on both CPU as well as GPUs.

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN CUDA AND OPENCL
CUDA and OpenCL both are used for parallel platform. The architecture of the CUDA language is similar to the OpenCL language it differs in the terminologies. The terminology comparison is described in the Table 1.

Other than architecture these two languages are differ in most of the cases. The detailed comparison of OpenCL and CUDA are described in the Table 2.

6. CONCLUSION
Parallel processing is the most efficient way to solve the problem. This divides the whole problem into independent sub problems and executes them parallel. There are two basic parallel programming languages which can execute the program parallel CUDA and OpenCL. CUDA language is platform dependent so it will support by only NVIDIA platform and coding is little bit complex. On other hand OpenCL is open to all supported by most of the GPUs and coding is similar to C language which is quite easier to understand. So OpenCL is a good choice to perform parallel operation.
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